What is Science? How does Spirit Relate?
Each religion of our world is a ‘belief system’—so too is science. Each belief system strives to
know, understand and explain the principles of life and creation. We are each of us a small part
of that creation and moving with it—hence, our understanding of the vast progressing
panorama also moves—evolves. We might therefore fairly think of science as being a religion—
‘Science is one of your religions ... your world still needs these groups of religions, because we
cannot change you overnight—but we are flowing in the right direction’ —Salumet 20th Sept
2010. But science is a more materially structured process—or is it? Where do its moments of
inspiration come from?
One accurate, fundamental factor that unites all religions including science, is the belief in two
worlds—the physical world of matter of our immediate knowing, and that non-physical world
of spirit. Science however, carries its own nomenclature—the physical creation being called
‘space-time’—this is strictly logical since, within it, we experience both spatial distance and the
passage of time. Instead of ‘spirit’, scientists use the terms ‘psi-field’, ‘A-field’ and ‘quantum
vacuum’. The different terms reflect different pathways of reason leading to the non-physical
reality. The non-physical is void of time and space, yet permeates and connects all that is
physical. This dimensionless connection is difficult for Earthly brains to grasp and therefore
deserves some amplification.
It is long-established scientific truth that nothing in the space-time creation travels faster than
the speed of light, commonly called ‘C’—186,000 miles /second. Light is part of physical spacetime and cannot proceed faster. But in that other dimensionless reality, processes are
instantaneous or virtually so—‘through torsion waves in the vacuum the A-field links things and
events in the universe at staggering speeds—a billion times the velocity of light’—Ervin Laszlo –
Science and the Akashic Field, 2004. This statement is in broad agreement with spiritual
sources claiming factors operating within spirit such as telepathy, prayer, synchronicity and all
mind-link communications, are instantaneous. It remains in dispute among scientists that mind
is part of spirit / A-field / quantum vacuum—that it is essentially external to brain to which it
merely attaches. It is the experience of our séance group from its interplanetary work that
thought-behind-words arrives instantaneously, for brain to download to its known language.
Extraterrestrial communications are thus virtually instantaneous and with no translation
problem. And it is perhaps interesting to note that Emanuel Swedenborg in the 18th-century
suggested this as a mode of brain function.
ENTER MEDIUMSHIP: A medium is simply a between-worlds link person, who as such, has an
enormously responsible role. We all have spirit connection while those we call mediums have a
much stronger connection. We are so fortunate to have them amongst us and they deserve
widespread recognition. But despite much attention from learned societies, the majority of
scientists still remain sceptical of their work. The mediums throughout recorded history have
often been controversial and amazing figures, yet their prowess not necessarily appreciated at
the time. Sadly, many have been persecuted, murdered or burned as witches by ignorant

people in authority. Amazing mediums of the past have been Jesus, St Paul, St John, Buddha,
Joan of Arc, Nostradamus, and more recently Estelle Roberts, Maurice Barbanell, Grace Cooke,
Jane Roberts, David Thompson and Eileen Roper—to name just a few. It is unbelievable that
science circles continue to disbelieve!—this despite thousands of years of evidential record,
and 128-years of publications by the Society for Psychical Research!—and continuing reports in
a number of modern journals and websites. And, Russian scientist Artem Miheev has now
devised electronic equipment to function as a ‘medium’, and has replayed speech received
from spirit on St Petersburg radio!
THE FERMI PARADOX: Scientists have calculated that there must be many millions of habitable
planets in this universe. And equations have been devised to estimate the number of advanced
civilisations scattered throughout—the Drake Equation being prominent. An update to Frank
Drake’s equation by Carl Sagan and colleagues in 1979 suggests up to one million advanced
civilisations. SETI—Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence—has sent out radio signals for 50years with not a single reply. Enrico Fermi commented that if all those ET-intelligences are out
there, then where are they? This apparent absence set against the calculated huge incidence, is
known as the Fermi Paradox. By combining information from several sources, the reason for
the Fermi Paradox is now plain to see and relates to the inability of science to accept
mediumship and use the principle wisely.
EXTRATERRESTRIAL MIND-LINK MEDIUMSHIP: Advanced intelligences in this universe do not
use radio for inter-planetary communication. Radio is physical, is far too slow and its use would
require near-impossible translation. So the method of communication in widespread universal
use is ‘mind-link mediumship’, this for three very good reasons:
1. It is virtually instantaneous
2. Brain downloads thought-behind-words to known language, thus avoiding translation
3. It operates at any physical distance, even beyond astronomical telescope range.
We are in a position to make this positive statement because the Kingsclere Group has
experienced during the past 6-years, 70 quite lengthy communications with our dear friend
‘Bonniol’ who resides, together with his séance group numbering around 60 individuals, on
Planet Aerah. He is in touch with 10 other planets and, via Bonniol, we have spoken with
beings from some of these. This is a step that science as yet has been unable to take, due to
the general non-acceptances: of mediumship, of mind being external to brain and part of spirit,
and of mind-link capability throughout this universe. ‘Your technology can bring about much,
but at some point you will understand that the mind is always—always ... I would always
encourage them (scientists) to use their minds in less mechanical ways, and in more spiritual
ways.’—Bonniol 29th March 2010.
So for the present, science is one belief system midst other belief systems that we might care
to call ‘religions’. All strive towards the same goals of understanding. All are destined to
eventually become unnecessary as humanity evolves to further enlightenment, but this will of
course simply take as long as it takes.

